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SOME ASPECTS 07 COST ACCOUNTTNG As/
III THE SULPHITE PULP IHEUSTRY 1^1 c?
•
. 1 : s
Tne basic principles of cost accounting remain the.
srm°, irr^soecttvp of tne industry to which they are ap-
rjli°d; n?v°rtnel ess, in their application, different in-
dustries place varying empnases upon tnose principles and
tne accounting proolems to be solved will vary according-
ly. In the follo^in pages some of thp problems with vhi ch
th» accountant in the sulphite palp industry nas to r^eal
v/ill be presented and discussed. A description of a. complete
system or a discussion of th° problems met in a specific
mill, howpv^r, is not vithin the scop° of Ine paper*
Although the paper industry is a very old one, tjjp
use of pulp manufactured from wood for its principal raw
material dates back only a littlp over half a century.
The sulphite process was made a comm°rcial success by a
Swedish chemist, mo started a. small mill at Bergvik,
Sweden, in 1874. T t is of interest to not^> that the mill
is still producing sulpnite pulp of a high quality.
Sizp of the Industry
As tne sulpnite pulo industry manufactures one of
tne principal rar? products for tn° peopr industry, both
manufacturing units in the majority of cases, com-

bined under one management and a very few financial sta-
tistics on the sulphite industry alone ar*> available.
Combined pt^tistios for botn industries, from tne 1919
United ^tetps Census of Manufactures, give ample evi-
dence that tne industry is one of large scale operations,
recording that aggregations of capital in excess of one
million dollars manufacture over 78 per cent of the to-
tal value of tae products, and of tne total number of
establi srmient s, "corporations owned 88 .8 per cent, em-
ployed 96.8 per cent of the total average number of wage
earners and reported 96.4 per cent of the total value of
the produ ct s .
"
In 1921 the pulp wood consumption in the United
States was 4,557,179 cords, of which 2,367,919 cords
were consumed by the sulphite process, producing 40 per
cent of tn«= total wood pulp manufactured. The produc-
tion in 1921 was 1,142,123 tons, 720,781 being unbleached
and 421,342 t^ns bleached. The principal woods used are
spruce, hemlock and fir. The pulp produced by the sul-
phite process is in tne most general use of any of tne
wood pulps, being employed to give the requisite strength
to newsprint, book and tne fine papers.
Geo 'rapnical Location of tne Industry
Tne tendency of tne sulpnite pulp industry is to
locate near pulp wood fcrests, often a long distance from
industrial centers. The three main sulpnite producing
ar*»as in the United States are tne Northeastern States,

trie Gre^t Lakes region and trie P cific sloo^, tne cni ef
producing states, being Wisconsin, Maine, new York, liew
Kampsnire, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Minnesota, Washing-
ton, Oregon and California. The main pulp producing re-
gions in the Dominion of Canada are in provinces contig-
uous to the three areas in tne United States. Tne only
otner part of tne world in ^hich tho industry is de-
veloped is in Central and Northern Europe. The factors
determining the location of the industry ar*5 a substan-
tial water supply; providing economical pow o r, a means
of conveying materials, and water for washing and refining
of tn^ product; and a suostantial wood supply.

QUTLINT? 0? TH"7 PROCESS
The sulphite process consist? of the dissolving of
the resinous oortion of the wood by the action of chem-
icals and steam, living a fibrous residue of nearly pure
cellulose. Tne steps involved consist of tne following:
) a rs t
The wood is first sawed into two foot lengtns by
circular saws. From tne sews it is transported to the
barking drums, where tne bark is removed. Tne device
employed consists of a heavy revolving steel cylinder
lined with strips of steel to abrade tne bark as tne
sticks are tumbled =»bout in the revolving cylinder. Al-
though thp barV contain?! cplluloso fibers, it is not
economical to extract them, for thp reason that an ex-
ce^pivp amount of ch^mi^als is required and an inferior
quality of pulp would b<* obtained. In a fen mills knife
barkers are used, obtaining wood wnicn is freer from oart-
icl°s of b^rk. Th°y h^v^ a limited usp, now^v^r, because
from 15 to 25 per c°nt of the vood fiber is removed with
the bark and because of the accident hazard whicb is in-
volved in tneir use.
The wood is taken from the barking drums to very
sturdy machines known as chippars, which slice tne blocks
crosswise of tne grain at a hign ratp of speed inLo sec-
tions about seven- eighths of an inch thick. After tne
caips >re screened and inspected tnpy ar«» transported to

9the cooking; department. In the operations in that de-
partment they come in contact with the cooking liquor.
Acid .. a Kit,
The preparation of the liquor for the cooking pro-
cess consists of the burning of sulphur or pyrites, form-
ing sulphur dioxide gas; the absorption of the ga.s in a
milk-ofr lime solution in the presence of limestone; and
the strengthening of the acid obtained with the sulphur
dioxide returned from the cooking process. The raw mat-
erials used in tne process are sulphur or pyrites and lime
or limestone.
Caking Operation
In the cooking department the chips and the liquor
are placed in a steel shell which is lined with brick and.
appearing somewhat like en upright steam boiler, bat hay-
ing a domelike top and a cone shaped bottom. The average
di^.e c ter used in the United States and Canada is about
fifteen feet in diameter and. fifty feet high, and having
a wood capacity of from twenty to twenty- five cords.
ISuropepn practice for admitting steam to the digester to
cook the chips is to send it tiirou h copper or lead roils
but in America tne usual procedure to allow the steam, to
come into direct contact with the chips and liquor, re-
sulting in cooking the wood under high pressure in a much
snorter time, each digester charge b Q in^ cooked from 10
to 15 hours
.
I
As soon as the cooking process is completed trie con-
tents of the digester is forced into a large receptacle
called a blow pit, where tne pulp is tno roughly washed by
means of high pressure hose streams. Tne blow nit also
functions as a r°°^rvoir or storage tank for the pulp is
d°liv«red from txie digesters in batches wnile subsequent
operations are continuous.
- n o f V ? s t » I i qu o r
"From the blow pits tne sulpnite liquor carrying in
solution tne non- cellulose substances of tire wood, is
drained off and is nearly always allowed to go to waste.
Because of tne many complicated reactions which take
place during tne cooking process, very little is known
about tne chemical composition of tne waste liquor. Tne
cost accountant, however, snould not lose signt of the
possibilities resulting from the utilization of the li-
quor, for to the executive who is seeking additional meth-
ods to reduce costs, it has potentialities. Products re-
covered from the waste liquor which hsvo reached any com-
mercial importance a re as follows: a road binder, b nder
for briquetting powdered materials, core binder for found-
ries, base for certain sulphur dyestuffs, an adhesive, tan
ning material, fuel, p^per sizing, cattl<=> food, fertilizer
and ethyl alcohol .
After the cooked fibers are forced from tne digester
they are transported to screens where the dirt and foreign

matter are removed and the fibers are separated into
classes according to size and length. The size and
length ^re controlled by the kind of perforations in the
screen plates and tne consistency of tne stock.
As the pulp leaves tne screens it is c rried along
in s solution which is ov^r 99 per cent water and less
t/ien one per cent fiber. Before the pulp can be stored
or snipped much of tne water must be r^iov^d . If the
pulp is to b° or^d or shipoed, the water is removed by
a device called a wet press or wet machine, consi^tin^ of
s>n endless 'woolen felt which pi eke up the fil&ers and runs
them between squeeze rolls wnich press tne water out ^n^
collects th° pulp in laps. It is a continuous process.
"Bleacning is a si-nple oxidizing operation to produce
a pulp which can h° used in tne manufacture of white or
light colored papers. The bleaching agent ronmnnly as*-5 ,
is calcium hj,po ohl ori t e . it is first mixer"; witn water,
forming the solution which is termed oleacn liquor. The
fixture of fibers, water and bl<=rch liquor i s then «*flri-
tated in a container until tne process of bleaching is
co pleted. After tne pulp is bleached it is thinned out
and wasned and tn°n retjrned to the deckers or wet pr^sse?.
.
Tn bleaching, hazards result from the °rnployepR inhaling
chlorine gas and blea.cning powder fumes. It is interest-
ing that in the bleaching department of the modern sul-
pnite pulp mills a pp-'C° time us° ha.s b ^en found for a

•>ar time implement, for trie men wno are required to
handle the bleaching powder ptp now almost inv-riably
equipped with gas masks.
To summarise; the mill operations upon the pro-
duct consist of sswing the wood into two foot lengths,
removing tne bark, chipping, preparation of liquor,
cooking, screening, removing water from the pulp, an^
bleaching. The auxiliary departments whi on are nec-
essary to carry on those operations \0oui4 consist Df a.
steam power department, electric and water powpr depart
ment, sngineering department, laboratory, and rail! offi
Prod 1
As a result of the screening operations, tne fln-
isned prodact is cl?ssified according to the lengtn and
di^m^t^r f fibers, generally into t.iree or four grades
Different prices are obtained for eoch grade v^nen the
product is sold but the production cost of the grades
having the lowest selling price will be as high, if not
a little higher, because of the additional screening ne
essary, thfin the grade having the highest selling price
The production of tne usurl sulphite pulp mill would be
classified as follows:
1 . Unbleacued pulp
a. Grade #1
b. Grade ''2
c. Grade 7?'S
>
r rt scree'n°d tailings
Grade #4, rejected tailings
See forms. 1, 2, 3 and 4, Aooendix I

2. Bleached pulp
a. Gr^cie #1
b. Grade #2
c . Grade #3
.1 O + it of Expert? 13 Elements
The CO'?! of producing sulphite oulo will, of cours°
vary with tne locality; depending upon tue cost of ?iflp
and other raw materials, the efficiency of tne management,
the quality of the finished oroduct, arid other factors;
but taking tne aver ge mill, tne present cost i s in the
vicinity of thirty- flY*. or forty dollars a ton. In 1917
tne Federal Trade Commission made en investigation of the
new^-orint paper industry to ascertain if there were any
evidences of unfair competition. In the report was sub-
mitted a schedule of the percentage of tne total cost of
producing unble°ched sulphite attributable to particular
it^ms, excluding depreciation, in American and Canadian
mills combined. A c- the current relation of the pigments
JSMP costs show no appreciable change?' it is worthy of study.
The schedule follows:
Stock:
S i Iphur io . 21
Lime and. limestone 2.46
Wood 55.53
°on v °rsion
68 . 20/,
Labor 10 8 5
Pelts
. \l
•.
5Mr=»s t06
Belting
^26
Lubricant a ]og
^°pairs 5.15
Fuel 7*33
Power and wat°r rentals 2.00
Miscellaneous 2.0 6
2eTiT
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General expense:
Taxes and. insurance 1.24
General and admini strative 2.42
3.66;
TOTAL COST (excluding depreciation) 1O0.OO#
From tne s^me authority tne information is obtained
tn^t in the average mill tie depreciation cost is very
close to $1.75 a ton of priduct or between four and five
ppr cent of tne total cost.
An examination of tne schedule discloses th-t wood
is the preponderant cost element, representing 5o.o3 per
cent of tne value of tne finished product. It also dis-
closes tnat tiie raw materials cost represents over 68 o°r
cent of tne total, the per cent added by manufacturing oe-
ing 31.80. Accordingly, as indicated by tne figures, the
amount of capital required to finance inventories is larger
than in most industries.

Applicability of a Process Cost System
-
Tne transformation of tne wood Whi ch enters trie sul-
phite pulp mill as raw material into the finisned pro-
duct is a continaour process. Tne manufacturing opera-
tions are of a repetitive nature, individual orders hav-
ing no identifying characteristics. Tne determination of
the basic cost plan, tn<*r*fore, is not a difficult pro-
blem, process coets being pre-eminently applicable to the
industry.
^^cently, accountants have given" quite a little atten-
tion to the question of standard co.sts. One of the mem-
bers of 3 prominent firm of public accountants, having
^9ny pulp and pao°r mill client^ stated before a r °™i on-
al conference of tne National Association of Cost Account-
ants a fp". months ago tnaf'it is 9 Bafe rule \,...r.t standard
costs should always be usee with a process cost system.
"
Accountants in the industry have quickly realized their
value, tne recent uniform cost system adopted by tne Cost
Association of trie Paper Industry providing for an ex-
tensive use of cost standards. Otner pulp and paper man-
ufacturers outside of tne association, for a number of
years, nave, in one form or another, been applying standard
costs. Because of thf» widespread int^rpst in tne subject,
and because of tne applicability of standard costs to sul-
phite pulp mill accounting, they ?r° discussed more fully
I
in this paper than they would at first appear to justify.
The theory of standard costs is that under normal ef-
ficient operating conditions tne product c-n be made for
a stated sum and any expense incurred in excess of that
sum is an economic loss, ".hi en it is the duty of manage-
ment to eliminate. It introduces tne factor of a pre-
determined standard cost into trie cost system, being not
a revolutionary system but merely a scneme whereby a mea-
sure of efficiency is imposed on tne records of actual re-
sults.
figures presenting the fact that the cost of bleach-
i-ng was -pi. 20 a ewt. last period and $1.09 in an earlier
period are not of the greatest value unless tney can be
compared witn a standard. Accordingly, every manager
carries in hie own mind more or less definite standards
of performance. K standard cost system is a system whereby
the principle of numerical er-o r^ssi on is applied to tnose
standards and recorded on paper instead of in the mind.
With sucn standards readily available, a yardstick
is provided for measuring actual operatic results, thus
providing aids in pointing out irregularities to tne man-
anient and making possible, tne transference of mush de-
tailed analysis to ainor executives. it also enables tne
accountant to submit cost information more promptly.
Naturally, trie first problem to arise in connection
with standard costs is the establishment of standards.

Production standards erp especially important for unon
that base is established the cost for trie product.. The
standard production should not be the production at the
theoretical or or'-ctical capacity but should op the oro-
duc v.i^n at the normal capacity which, in the average
mill, would be from eighty- five to ninety p'&r cent of the
theoretical. Therefore, the best estimate of normal pro-
duction is vnen, over a cyclical period, the profit and
loss account is not affected by under- - c so roed or ovpr-
pbsorbed burden, for sacn burden represents tne difference
betv/een what would be allocated to tne product manufactured
wnen operating at the predetermined normal capacity and thp
actual amount ch-rged.
For materials used in production, there snould, of
lourse, be established -juantity stand-rds. On the ques-
tion of the practicability of using price standards, i.e.,
charging st standard costs thp materials consumed in pro-
duction, accountant s do not agree.. Its advocates claim
that ps raw material is thp preponderant cost element,
standards should be used to bring before the management
the fluctuations in its cost and thus provide a means of
measuring purchasing ability. It is also claimed that it
is more rational base for tne establishment of selling
price. Its opponents claim that the question of standard
prices for material is an academic one, brought ot tne
forefront by a few years of abnormal fluctuations in
prices, and that subsequent undulations in material costs
will be much less severe; tnat the cost of obtaining thp

information gained is not compensated hy its value to tne
management; th^t comparisons of actual and market prices,
which are readily available, present an a.deou«te mea-
sure of purchasing ability; and that although the pulD-
wood, the principal raw material, is a most important el-
crr^nt of cost, it must, by forc° of circumstance, b»
bought exceptionally long periods in sdYance, with many
factors in addition to market prices to be considered.
A contrast, t i^r°fore, of tne actual purcna.se price with
a predetermined standard is not of substantial importance
to management. In tne purcn-se of wood, consideration
must be given to the present or prospective sources of
supply, the facilities for transporting it to tne -ill,
the risks undertaken with larg^ wood inventories, and tne
effect of large commitments upon the financial structure
of the company. The author of this paper is of the opin-
ion that in the sulphite pulp ir.d-i^try, actual costs are
more ; re ct i cal .
^tand^rrl labor costs are also determined for each
department, usually based upon detail costr-- - 1 v>:.- r„ in
the files or in a few cases upon time studies. 7he es-
tablishment of labor standards presents no great diffi-
culties, especially when some incentive plan of w ri ge pay-
nertt is involved, for as a general rule tnose actual costs
can be taken and used, without modification, as labor
sta,ndards. In the establishment of standards under da^
rates a little morestudy is given to the records of

justify tne investment. *
p ^v i <g\on of standards
A frequent question is iiow often and when are tne
standard costs changed. Some mills using standard costs
change tnem at the end of each fiscal ye?r. Tney may
be allowed to r°main without revision, however, until ther
is a permanent change in any element to a degree tnat
will distort the comparison of actual and standard costs.
Such a change would result from a general increase or de-
crease in w cge rates, tne installation of more efficient
equipment, each as barking drums, rotary sulphur burners,
screens, etc., a curtailment or expansion in the oroduc-
tion scuedule; and wnen standard prices are used for pair
materials, a permanent change in price, but not a frequent
market fluctuation. It is not difficult to ascertain when
the standards should b» revised, for tney give their own
signals by recording wide variations between tne actual
and standard costs.
Tne length of tne orthodox accounting period is one
montn. In the pulp and paper industry, hov/ever, a num-
ber of mills have adopted systems wnerrin tne accounting
period is of a different length. Tne text of tne cost
system adopted by the Cost Association of tne Paper In-
dustry states, "The books should be closed, accounts ver-
if ; ed and financial statements prepared at regular in-
tervals during the- year* Tne most intelligent results
*See forms 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, Appendix I

act.13.1 results.
Calculating standard burden costs is a more diffi-
cult problem, however. Costs must be estimated for all
of tne general overhead expense items and for the main-
tenance of auxiliary departments on the b^sis tnat Ine pro-
ducing departments are operating at normal production.
Those estimated or standard costs, in turn, must "be equi-
tably distribited to the operating departments, tnus form-
ing the departmental standard burden cost. Tne account
for each operating department carries, in addition to tne
fixed charges, i . e
. ,
taxes, insurance, reserves for de-
preciation and repairs, and tne estimated auxiliary de-
partments costs, tne estimated indirect labor cost, and
tne estimated cost of sujjplies used in the department.
After all tne foregoing estimates nave been mo.de
and the figures compiled the accountant should have a
standard cost for each element and for each department.
The value of those standards will b« determined by the
effectiveness v/ith which they c r« used. At tne end of
e?ch period statements should of course \)q prepared, c ")m-
p?ring the actual and standard costs and explaining- tne
variances from the standard. Such viria»nces might b°
due to tne efficiency of labor, quality of wood used, va-
riances in cooking tine, quality of acid produced, amount
of supplies used, loss in fixed charges due to tne mill
operating at less than standard time, etc. In tne hands
of capable management , such a cost Sj stem should easily

can b° obtained from c^npari son of statistics only when
these intervals are of equal length, the division of the
year into thirt°en Recounting periods of four weeks each
"being of great advantage." Tne cost system adopted bj tne
members of tne newsprint Service bureau and used by many
of the leading newsprint manufacturers in tne United States
and Canada recommends that costs "be calculated for bi-
weekly or montnly periods." In a letter to tne autnor,
Thomas J. Burke, Secretary-Treasurer of ttie Cost Associ-
ation of tne Paher Industry, wrote:
"I may state tnat tne idea of cost periods
of four waeks has not be^n generally adopted
throu^asu t the industry, although quite a few
large mills have adopted it because of tne op-
portunity it provides for making practical com-
parisons b^twppn periods, sine* each period is
of exactly the same lengtn, whereas when a month
is taken,
m
it may h° a tnirty-one day month, and
it may include four or fiv° Sundays, wni ch of
course nakes quit° a difference in the figures.
A di sa.riva.nta ge of a four weeks' cost period is
that fiscal periods usually terminate at the
clos*1 of a month and unless the four weeks' per-
iod coincides with this, adjustments have to be
made for the intervening days. There is no trou-
ble in incorporating a four week period witn tne
general boo cs, sinc° they are balanced at tue end.
of tne four weeks period, just as tney would be
at the end of a montn if tne cost periods were a
month instead of four weeks."
Mr. Clinton ri. Scovell, autnor of "Cost Accounting and
Burden Application," and tne senior member of tne firm of
Scovpll-Wel lington Co., wno probably neve a l^rg^r number
of clients in the pulp and paper industry than any other
public accounting firm, writes in reg'-rd. to four wepk per-
iods, "The system works veil and can be readily incorpor-
ated with the general boov s. It is gaining in favor."

Upon the author's request, tne National Associa-
tion of Cost Accountants made extensive innuiries on
tne question of tne value of cost periods of four weeks,
rather than a month. A summary of the letters received
were published in Vol. 3, No. 3, of "Administration." Bx-
cerpts from a few of tne letters follow:
"According to the information I have gath-
ered, it appears that trie most important advan-
tage of the four-we<=k period over the calendar
month in cost accounting is that the use of a
regular period enables the accountant to avoid
th*> splitting of payrolls. Another favorable
argument is that the four-«.°ek period permits
raor° accurate comparison between accounting per-
iods, but one accountant depreciates this argu-
ment with the rejoinder that «ven with the four-
we^k period the occurrence of various holidays
throughout the year spoils a true comparison a-
bout as much as does the use of tne calendar
montn .
"
"The four-week accounting period is pre-
ferable to tne calendar montn in most manufac-
turing industries because of the simplicity that
is gained in making payroll distributions. Tnis
advantage is greater wnere the b^sis of reporting
earnings is not a daily report."
" T t is obviously impossible to say what pro-
portion of firms are using tne four- week period
rather than a montn, but it is certainly safe to
say that the adoption of that plan is rather ra-
pidly spr^adin^. It is tru° that the introduc-
tion of holidays upsets tne equalit v of number
of working days somewhat but still a test will
snow that even eliminating holidays, the number
of working days in the four- week periods is much
more uniform than tne calendar months. Tne only
disadvantage to tne plan that I know of is tnat
it is contrary to custom, which is really no ar-
gument at all."
"I do not believe its adoption is at all gen-
eral. In fact, I question whether one percent of
the industries of the country usp the metnod."
"I do not believe that tne four-week peri-
od is used very much. In fact, in my experience

of eight years I do not remember a single com-
pany that madp use of it."
"Having tri^H "both plans, I am inclined
to follow the monthly basis."
"The use of the thirteen periods means
the prorating of pov/er, water and all otner
service bills, and usually the outcome is a-
bout as much chopped up as the twelve month
period."
There are strong advocates in the sulphite pulp in-
dustry for either position. Mature consi d pra ti on of the
subject, however, impresses one with the fact that the
net advantages of four-week periods sre less than, at
first thought, the plan appears to indicate. Neverthe-
less if the management is uniformly in sympathy with the
plan and a new accounting system is being installed, it
appears to b° worthy of incorporation in the system. On
the other hand, where a system is rendering fairly ade-
quate service, the advanta (es accruing from tne adop-
tion of the four-week period are not, in the author's
o inion, of sufficient value to warrant making the change.
Text books on cost accounting, as well ss the uni-
form cost systems publisned by tne many trade associa-
tions, invariably contain statements to the effect that
the cost accounts should be controlled by double entry
and that th°y snould be an integral p^rt of the finan-
cial records. Those orthodox rules »re very generally
followed in the sulphite pulp industry. "Recently, how-
ever, there has been some discussion on the question of
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wnether or not the advantages of a "tied in" system are
not over-emphasized. Tnere are a fev accounting systems
in the industry which are said to bp adequately perform-
ing their rpcognized functions independent of tne ganeral
books of account, but those are exceotions to the standard
orectioe. Where a "tied in" system is used, the control
of the cost accounts by the head office is usually effected
by the U c, e of one account on the general financial books.
The method is preferable to a series of control accounts
because of the l?rge amount of capital invested in inven-
tories, entailing many entries to the material accounts.
ises as a Alanufac turi n^ Cost
It is usually considered better practice in tne in-
dustry to cna.rge tne snipping expenses, as well ss any
wrapping expenses, to the cost of manufec baring, for the
reason that for sulphite pulp they are simple operations,
involving, for each hundred weight of product sold, prac-
tically uniform costs and requiring no additional prepar-
ation for snipment after the removal from finished pro-
duct inventories.

^ ^COUiT^S
^1 r o c-i f j r c; t j ^n
A classification of accounts which would appear on
the mill office books of a typical sulphite pulp mill i
*
^s follows:
\. Controlling account
1. General ledger account
B. Current assets
Cash in bank
2, Cash in mill office
C. Inventories
1. Raw materials and supplies
2. Spare macninery and parts
3. Product in process
4. Finished product
a. Deckered sulpni t e--unbl ea cned
b. Deckered sulpni te--ble? cned
c. Lapped sulpni t e--unbl ea ched
d. . Lapped sulphi te--bleacned
e. Tailings
D. Deferred charges
1. Insurance unexpired
B. Current liabilities
1. Wages accrued
2. Taxes accrued
F. R^sprv<=s
1. Reserve for depreciation
2. Reserve for repairs
G. Operating accounts
1. Wood preparation department
2. Acid making department
3. Cooking department
4. Screening department
5. Dry room
6. Bleaching department
1
Hon-operating department accounts
1. Steam cover
2. "Fllectric power
?. Water power
4. Building expense
5. Receiving and stores expense
6. Shipping department
7. Repaid department
B . General mill expense
9. ".ill office expense
?xpensp accounts
1 . Insurance
2 . Depreci a ti on
?. Taxes
4. Repairs
Cost of sal°s account
8
1. Peckered sulphi te- -unbleached
2. Deckered sulphi te--ble? cned
3. Lapped sulphi tp--unbleached
4. Lapped sulphi te--bl eached
Profit and loss accounts
1. Mill profit and loss
2. Over-°arned and under- earned burd
?. Burden variance
4. Inventory adjustments

net i ons of A " _s
The functions of tnose accounts which are peculiar
to the sulphite pulp industry, or which are not in general
use, are as follows:
General ledger account. The account is debited with
the inventories at the beginning of the period, tne value
of materials and. supplies purchased, tne salaries and wa.t es
payable for the period, and tne amount of mill expenses in-
curred. The account is credited witn tne cost of snipments.
The balance represents the value of inventories on hand and
snould agree with tne balance of tiie mill ledger account on
the financial records at the executive offices of tne company.
Product in process account. The account is debited
with the inventory in process at the beginning of. th<° r>e»ri-
od, and the wood, sulphur, lime and limestone, bleaching
ma terials, and other raw materials used during th^ oeri-
od. The account is credited with the pulp produced durinr
the period. The balance represents t.h» inventory of the
product in proc°ss.
Finished product account. The account is generally
sub-divided to record separately tne transactions affect-
ing unblarched and bleacned stock, deckered and laon^d stock,
and tailings. The account is debited with the pulp pro-
duced and credited with the cost of snipments. The balance
represents th° value of finished product inventories.
Peeervp for rep^i-s. The account is debited with re-
pair materials used, and. tne cost of maintenance labor and

and overhead ch rgps at a standard rate per hour* The ac-
count is credited e cn period with its portion of tne an-
nual normal estimated repairs. A debit balance represents
tne amount of repair costs exceeding tne estimate, while a
credit b-lance represents tne a/nount charged to production
for repairs in excess of the cost of actual repair costs.
In otner words, a credit balance represents the amount re-
served for anticipated repairs.
^ach of the o"o °r ting accounts is debited with the
period's estimate, of its portion of tne fixed charges,
its portion of the estimated building expense, the amount
of stean, electric, and w=>ter power used
,
charged at stan-
dard rates, its oortion of the estimated general and mill
office expenses, tne supplies us^d, and tne direct and in-
direct l^bor roosts incurred. The account is credited witn
tne number of nours operated, at a standard r te per no ir.
Tne ac ount is debited or credited to balance the account,
the difference between tne deoits and. credits representing
tne difference between tne amount charged to tne department
and tne amount absorbed in tne cost of tne product in- pass-
ing tnrougn tne department. The balance is carried to tne
over 8 id under-earned burden account.
The power accounts °re debited with the period' s es-
timate of tneir portions of tne fixed cn?rges, their por-
tions of the estimated building expense, tne supplies used,
and tne indirect and direct 1-bor costs incurred. The ac-
counts are credited st -<ndprd rates witn the amounts of
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e°ch Wnd of power used in each of tne operating depart-
ments. The balance is carried to the burden variance ac-
count .
Building exo ons o account is debited with the period's
estimate of its portion of the fixed charges, the supplies
used and the labor cost of janitor service, w?.tchmen, etc.
The account is credited with the building expense charge-
able to each operating department, usually in proportion to
the floor space occupied. The balance is c rried to tne
burden variance account. Receiving and stores, shipping, and
general mill office expense accounts function in tne same
manner
.
Repair department is charged with the period's esti-
mate of its portion of fixed charges, its portion of the
estimated building expense, power used, supplies used, and
labor costs incurred. Tne recount is credited at a stan-
dard rate per hour for repairs made. The balance repre-
sents the difference between the estimator! and actual costs
of repairs, excluding material, e-ch period, and if the
balance is very small it is g^ner lly allowed to remain
in tne account. An experience extending ov^r a few peri-
ods will indicate whether or not tne rates snould be re-
vised
.
Burden variance account is debited or credited with
th° differences between tne periodical estimate for ^acn
department and tne periodical charges to eacn dep-rtment.
The balance of the account, representing tne net varia-
tion from the combined standard costs of operating all tne

mill dep?rtments, is usually carried to the mill profit
and loss account.
Over-earned and under- e-rned "burden account is de-
bited or credited with th*» differences between the oper-
ating department estimates of the co^t of producing at
normal capacity and the amount absorbed in the cost of
the product. The balance, representing tne standard costs
over or un^°r absoro^d, is usually carried to tne mill
profit and loss account.
Charging or crediting the balances remaining in the
two latter accounts to profit and loss account has been
tne usual procedure. A morp recent method whicn seems
worthy of consideration, nowever, is that of transferring
them to tne product in process and finisned product ac-
counts, thereby bringing tnem to actual costs for balance
sheet purposes. In that way the standard costs -re snown
in the cost records, bringing to tne attention of the man-
agement tne variations from the standards, and tnen, nav-
ing serv»r< their primary purpose, the variations are car-
ried tc tne inventory accounts; and thus by having t-uose .
accounts on an actual cost basis, they are made more suit,
able for use in tn» financial statements.
Ii
An authority on stores and materials control has
r»pi?rlc»d that "the control of materials is the foun-
dation of all other forms of control and therefore of
successful management." In the sulphite oulp industry
the statement is ^specially true, for the stock items
of wood, sulphur an^ lim°stone represent ov°r sixty-
eight per cent, and conversion supplies an additional
eight p«=>r cent of the total manufacturing cost; or less
than one quarter cf tne total value of the finished pro-
duct is represented "by the value ad^ed by the conver-
sion processes.
It is an axion ^nst the economical operation of
productive departments requires that they be supplied
vith materials without ee Q s^tion; nevertheless that
necessity tends to produce tne evils of oversupply,
and in the sulphite pulp industry, where they represent
so much invested capital, nlc9 p supervision ov°r inven-
tories becomes an important managerial task. It is of-
ten necessary for mills to keep on hand over a year* s
supply of bulky raw materials, involving many handling
and storage problems, "or example, the wood, represent-
ing ov-r one half the total manufacturing cost, which
w=s cut in tne late fall and esrl,. winter of 1924 nor-
mally will be delivered to the mill during the three or

four summer months of 19 25 and will not "be all conver-
ted to pulp until 1926 and 1927. Sulphur and lime- tone
as well are normally purchased in large quantities.
An important cost accounting function, therefore, is
to deter?.in° correctly and to present to the manage-
ment toe costs of carrying the inventories.
The inventory in a sulphite pulp mill wo aid be
classified as follows:
A. Raw materials and supplies
1. Wood
2. Sulphur
3. Lime and limestone
4. Bleaching materials, consisting of
a. 31 each, lime, sod^ ash, sulphuric
•acid, caustic soda, chloride of
lime, acetic acid, etc.
5. Miscellaneous stock materials
6. Conversion supplies, consisting of
&. Coal, pulp stones, screen plates,
''•ires, felts, lubricants, etc.
7. Maintenance material
9. Miscellaneous »
B. Spare machinery and parts
C. Product in process
D. Finisned product
1. Deckered Bulphi te--unbl eciched
2. Deckered sulphi te-- bleached
3. Lapped sulphi te- -unbleached
4. Lapped, sulphi te--bleached
5. Tailings

Ge acts of mting for materials
The orthodox methoda of accounting for materials
purchased sre in quite general use in the industry and
being so familiar and introducing no special problems,
an outline of tne procedure is not presented. V.hen
°x? in.a the metnods in use to control the materials on
hand, we find that they do not always conform to the
best accounting practice.. Too often there is tnsuffi-
cient control from the time th° materials are placed in
the storerooms or operating departments until they lenve
the mill in tha form of fiaisned stock.
The better practice, hovever, is to provide forthe
control of the materials by perpetual inventor^, records,
to vni cn are charged all materials purchased, and to hich
are credited tne costs of all materials removed from stock.
Such a system, while eliminating or reducing interrup-
tions in production because of the non-delivery of mate-
rial to the mill departments, tends to keep at a minimum
the capital invested. It also provides for a careful
checking of materials received witn purchase requisi-
.
tions; it insures orderliness and inculcates in the minds
of th° employees a sense of the material values; it
nakee more readily available all the material costs for
the preparation of profit and loss statements and bal-
ance sheets; and, to note the function' of not the least
importance, it eliminates tne taking of the exoensive
and often unreliable annual pnysical inventory.

Of course, all materials v/ould not literally "be
taken into the storenoase. Bulky materials, such as
wood, coal, and limestone, would "be taken into stock
only in a technical sense. Notwithstanding the fact
that they ,,rould be stored in the mill yard: they can
and should be controlled by oerpetual inventory rec-
ords.
The question of tn« location and arrangement of
tne storehouses Bhould receive attention. With the
exception of tne acid making and cooking departments,
the deoartment^ j re invariably noused in one or two
story structures «nd if tne mill is, at least, of av-
erage size it will cover a rather large area. Whether
to increase tne number of sub- storehouses, reducing the
expanse of delivering material to mill departments
but increasing the cost of accounting for materials,
is an important materials problem.
The possibilities of making savings from the hand-
ling of materials with mechanical equipment snould. be
considered by the sulphite mill accountant. Because
of tne neavy materials ns^ in the manufacture of sul-
ohit° pulp th°re is off°r°d a productive field in which
to effect economies. In tne progress report of tne
Committee on Tr,aste of the Technical Association of the
Pulp and Paper Industry issued in November
,
1923. the
statement is made that "Mechanical development (in th°
industry) will, doubtless, continue not only because of
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the reduction in costs and the lessening of labor
"but also to eliminate tne wasteful use of hum?n en-
ergy wherever it is possible to do the same work as
economically by mechanical means. Human energy, in
the last pnalysis, expr°ss D ? its°lf in thinking and
it Is unintelligent to put it to use where its ac-
complishment is mainly me^sur^d in foot pounds."
Tne principal materials wni ch can be handled econom-
ically are pulpwood and logs, wood cnips, lime and
limestone, sulphur, coal and ashes, pulp--slushed,
deckered or lap\>ed--,and supplies.
Wno snail have jurisdiction ov^r the stores de-
partment is a question wni ch often creates a deoate
in accounting circles. In some firms in other in-
dustries it is under the control of tne purchasing
agent, wnile in others tne responsibility is vested
in the treasurer. In trie sulphite pulp industry, iiow-
ever, the mill manager is almost invariably account-
able. The assertion is made that sucn a metnod gives
the official responsible for production the authority'
to decid° upon the minimum quantities necessary to
keep on hand to maintain the production schedule-*
that it places tne stop watch in tne hands of tne run-
ner. However, it has nearly always proved to be only
*n academic disadvantage. In addition, tne offices
of the treasurer and purchasing agent are usually too
PW9y from the mill to maintain adequate supervision.

- 1 ?robI°ms-
In any discussion of material problems in sul-
phite pulp manufacturing those connected witn account-
ing for wood should receive a good deal of considera-
tion, for that is the basic raw material of tne indus-
try. It is usually delivered to the mill in one of
the following ways:
1. Long logs, from eight feet upwards in length,
which have b»en cut in lumbar camps and floated
long distances to tne mill.
2. Logs formed into rafts on tne ocean, tne large
lakes, large rivers, etc.
3. Wood cut by farmers, usually into four foot
lengths and delivered in a peelpd or unbarked
st a t e .
4. Long unbarked logs, similar to class "1", oiled
about nine feet high on flat cars and delivered
at the mill siding, where the Bide braces are
cut and tne logs skidded into the mill pond or
stored in the mill yard.
5. Short woo^, from twenty- four to forty-eight in-
ches long, d°penrHng upon tne requirements of
the mill, barkpd or unbarked, and delivered on
c^rs at the mill siding. Earners' and settlers'
wood is usually delivered by them along a rail-
way; it is then snipped by rail to the mill.
6. Wo^d, usually in four foot lengths, fr^u »ntly -
barked by dealers and deliverer) to bare ^s, schoo>n-
prs, or steamers.
At the present time most of the wood taken by pulp
mills is delivered unbarked. Tnere is some agitation,
however, to nave it delivered with the bark removed,
i. e., pe°led or rossed, because bark is unproductive
material and tner=>fore should be removed before tne
wood is snipped, resulting in savings in freight; also

that witn the bar< removed, there is leas deprecia-
tion on the vrood investment from bags, rot and dis-
esap. "i^'o doubt economies c»n b» obtained oy requir-
ing that wood bp delivered witn the b^rk rerroved but
until therp is concerted action by pulp mill executives,
most of the wood will continue to be delivered unbarked .
On the problem of wood measurement a study indi-
cates that ta<=»re is a fundamental difference between
the units themselves and a considerable lack of uni-
formity in th«ir application at diff°r*nt mills. The
problem is so important tnat it nas been ;nsd a the sub-
ject for a special conmittee of the Canadian technical
•*r\r\ Woodlands Section of tne Tecnnical Association of
tne Paper and Pulp Industry,
The methods in general use for the measurement
of pulpwood are as follows:
1. Aver' -"s
2, Feet board measurement
?. Cord
4 . Woight
5. Cubic foot
An attempt is often made to estimate tne cordage -
of wood received or used oy counting the number of
blocks but, naturally, as the number is affected to
quite an extensive degree by even a slight change in
the diameter, tne metnoH ia qn unreliable one.
Fe°t boarri measurement is also often used but as
the application of conversion factors between feet
board measure and qctual wood contents is uncertain,

varying with the diameter and tapering of the log, it
is a little too inaccurate to receive general adoption.
The most common unit of measurement is tne cord,
which reorps^nts 128 cubic fept. However, the amount of
solid wood contained in a cord is affected by the metn-
od of oiling and the condition of the wood, v.i-*;., wheth-
er it is b?.rk ad or unbarked, by tne tuickness of tne
bark, by the si7,<° of tne sticks, tne taper, deformities,
bend3, etc., and its adoption is also not always fea-
sible.
Tne use of weignt rb a unit of pulp wood measure-
ment has received some attention. It has the advantage
of being a definite quantitative unit. It gives indica-
tions of the quality of wood purchased and often aids in
placing the responsibility for low yield or low grade of
pulp. At present it is rather difficult to obtnin sc^Les
which are adaptable and which do not require a somewhat
extensive outlay, but although it is not as yet employed
generally for vo^d measurement, there is evidence that it
will become of increasing importance.
Tne cubic foot unit of measurement nas been only re-
cently used; neverthel ess , it is receiving increased atten
tion. Its application is easy and as a measure of volum°,
it conforms to scientific principles. The report of tne
committee of tne Canadian Tecnnical anr< 'Voodlands Section
contained the recommenda ti on that tne cubic foot unit for
v/ood measurement be adopted in the pulp and paper industry

In addition to measuring the wood as it is taken
into tne mill or delivered in tne mill yard, the modern
sulpnite pulp manufacturer, to control his product, should
sscertair., tne moisture content of tne wood, tne loss be-
tween tnp logs and chips, determined by automatic weigh-
ing $B the wood is delivered to the cnippers, tne weignt
of the chips, the amount of cnips put into the digest-
ers, and the yield. The moisture content is determined
by drying. 7h° use of weight, rather than cubic meas-
ur°, results, of course, in greater accuracy. rihe a-
mount of chips out into th° r-, i yentera is - ac^rtainpd by
weighing the chips as they are placed in the chip bins
abov* tne digesters, on specially designed weighera, or
by calculating the cubical contents of the bins and fill-
ing them up to a designated marker. The yield is gener-
ally expressed as tne percentage relationsuip between
bone dry pulp and bone dry chips used in producing it.
It snould be fifty percent, or tnereabout s, varying to
some degree with tne apeeiea of ^ood, and tnp quality,
tne lengtn of the cooking process and the strength of the
cooking acid. The yield is aoraetimea expressed in cords
per ton of pulp, or pounds of pulp per cord, or per cubic
foot of digester space.
_ _________
Sulpnur ia ano J.herimport ^nt material in the sulphite
pulp industry, its consumption varying between 220 and 300
pounds p^r ton of pulp* The main sources of supply for
the industry in the United States and Canada are in Lou-

isiana and Texas. As it does not deteriorate with keep-
ing, th^re is a tendency on the p^rt of mill executives
to carry too l°r?e a stock. Inventory control is attained
by weigning the sulphur wh^n it is received ?s wpII as
when it is taken from the bins to the burners and indi-
cating the tonnage on hand oy painting horizontal bands
on the walls of the sulphur bins. A.s an operating guide
for the acid end digester departments, periodic analysis
should also be made to determine the percent a^p of ash
in the salohur.
Some mills us*3 pyrites in plecp of sulphur. Pyrites
furnaces h^ve been improved in recent years to such an ex-
tent that it is now only a question of the actual pric°
of sulphur and the price of pyrites ore, delivered to the
mill, ^nd th° cost accountant in the industry should ever
be on the elert to point out the possible savings from
the use of one material in plecp of the otn^r.
Limestone
The sources of supply of limestone used in the indus-
try ere in numerous places in tne united States and Canada,
in comparatively s>iort distances from tne mills. The con-
sumption per ton of pulp varies from 270 to 360 pounds per
ton of pulp, depending upon the composition of the acid and
tne quality of th«= stone. The problems in connection with
tne accounting for limestone are not difficult or unusual.
As it is not effected by the elements and becausp it is uspo
et regular intervals in definitp quantitips, adequate inven-
tory control is compare ti vely easy to attain.
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In the manufacture of bleached sulphite pulp, bleach-
ing colder represents a substantial clement of cost, eco-
nomical consumption varying from ?20 to 450 ribands per ton.
In the United States it is usually purchased uoon the amount
of oxidizing oower it possesses, upon a b??is of thirty-fiv<^
per cent available cnlorine. In Europe it is generally pur-
chased on a degree basis, the d*gr» o !=i representing the vol-
ume of cnl orine which will be liberated from one kilogram
of the bleaching powder at standard temperature and pressure.
A study of the two base° suggests that the "European practice
is in advance of the American practice. The purchase units
i are usually large iron drams or wood csks, containing about
|
80 n pounds each. Care must be °x° r-ci sed' in the snipment and
storage of the powder, for if it is allowed to become hot or
damp it oxidizes rapidly and los»s a large percentage of its
available chlorine. In th<= event that it becomes wet, oxida-
tion is liebl° to be so rapid as to cause an explosion. The
material should, of course, be carefully weighed when received
and again wh^n used . Fr^nu^nt tests Bhould also be made t;
' ^termine the amount of available chlorine. The accountant
should study the inventory records of bleaching powder to
r disclose to the mana^^ment tne extent of the losses du<= to
oxidation, b s well as the usual consumption data.
Whether to manufacture electrolytic bleach at the pulp
I
mill to displace purchaso^ bleaching powder is a question
of the relative cost of electric power and bleaching powd°r.

If the manufpcture of electrolytic bleach is decided
upon, the accounting problem involved will be that of
prepared material, a problem similar to that of account-
ing for the generation of steam or other commodity pro-
duced for use by the mill.
Coal
Another substantial item of material cost in the
manufacture of sulphite pulp is coal, the average mill
requiring from 1200 to 1400 pounds per ton of pulp. A
large amount is, of course, consume in producing ^team
for the cooking process. Since coal Is purchased by
weight and the amount used definitely ascertainable from
pover department records, there should be no particular
difficulties in its accounting,
~idu ct
The finished product was classified in an earlier
section of this paper as deckered stock and lapsed stock.
The deckered stock contains from 9d to 97 per cent water
and the le-poed stock from 60 to 70 per cent water. The
peculiar custom of the trade, however, is to sell pulp
on an "air dry" basis, that is, that it cont : ins 90 per
cent of actual fiber and 10 per cent of moisture of wa-
ter, and spies invoices indicate the per cent of air dry
fiber in the shipment, for example, if a carload of pulp
70 air dry weighed 51,700 pounds, the buyer would be
charged vith 36,190 pounds. ( 51., 700 x .70).. On tne sub-
ject, it is of in + «^ept to note the vi oi«T>oint of the

Joint "Executive Committee on Vocational Education of
the Pulp and Parser Industry of the United States
Canada, which is ^ follows: "The practice of buying
and selling on the air dry b^sis is founded on an ar-
Mtrarv assumption. It would be more scientific, con-
venient, and accurate to use the amount of bone dry
pulp in a. snipment for making calculations." The sug-
gestion has been adopted by some companies for inter-
till transactions but sales to customers are still made
on an air dry b^sis.
fleckered stock is tne cneapest form in wni ch stock
may leave tne pulp mill as a finished product and it is
the most economical form for an adjacent paper mill to
receive it as its raw material. It is lapped only when
it is necessary to convert it into a. from suitable for
transportation or storage. For adequate production, as
well as for adequate accounting, control, it is necessary
to r^fyulat the volume of dickered stock so that it will
contain a definite percentage of air dr} fiber. It is
accomplished by having the stock leave the deckers drye
;
r
than is required and then adding a small amount of water
to thin the mass to the predetermined standard. The
stock is- then metered as it is delivered to the paper
mill and the amount of air dry fiber contained in tne
mixture is computed. Reference to the accompanying table
will indicate the calculations necessary to arrive at the
weight of air dry fiber delivered at varying; consistencies.

T°i.rht9 gnd Volumes T.inui^ Palp Stock C?ri\
Various Percentages of Ai
Gallons li qai d
Lbs. dry stock oer minute per
Consistency per cubic foot ton -dry stock Gallons water
(air dry) of liquid per 24 hours per ton ?tock
.10 .0625 166 . 20 238
,
710
.20 .1250 8 3.10
.
119
,
996
.25 .1562 66.49 95
,
511
.30 .1875 55 .41 79
,
553
.33 .2063 49 .8 6 71
,
094
.36 .218 7 4 r? .50 68 ,154
.40 .2500 41 .56 59
,
605
.45 .2812 36 .94 52 ,955
.50 .3125 33 .25 47 636
.55 .3437 30 .22 43 ,284
.60 .3750 27 .71 39 656
.65 .4062 25 .57 36 r 569
.70 .4375 23.75 33 957
.75 .4687 22.16 31 678
.80 .5000 20 .78 29, 6«3
.8 5 .5312 19 .56 27, 922
.90 .5624 18 .47 26, 358
.95 .5937 1 '7 . 50 24, 958
1 .00 .6250 16.62 23, 698
1 .25
. 7812 13.30 IP
,
911
1 .50 .9375 11 .08 15, 719
1 .75 1 .0937 9 .50 13, 439
2.00 1 .2500 8 .31 I"1
-, 729
2.25 1 .4062 7 .39 10, 399
2.50 1 .5625 6.65 9, 335
2.7 5 1 .718 7 6.04 8
,
465
3.00 1 .3 750 5.54 7, 740
3 .50 2 .1875 4 .75 6, 600
4 .00 2 .5000 4 .15 5, 745
4 .50 2 .8125 3.69 b, 08
5.00 3 .1250 3.32 4, 536
5.50 3 .4375 3 .02 4, 113
6 .00 3, 7500 2.77 3, 7 50

On lapped stock the question of moisture content
is of even greater importance, for then the transfer of
pulp is generally between an independent buyer and sell-
er and the amount of moisture, having" marked effect in-
on price and freight rates, is frequently e object of
di^out . In th° "-vent that the seller transfers oulo
whi ch contains more moisture than is indicate on the in-
voice and the error is not detected by the buyer, he buys,
and often pays freight cnarges, on nothing aor° than that
much water, paying tne price of palp for it. The moisture
content is determined by various metnods of sampling, ola.s
eified as strip, auger, or wedge metnods. .'here tnere is
a dispute between tne buyer and seller, a re- test that
comes within one per cent of tne original air dry weight
of tne pulp as invoiced is deemed to uphold tne original
invoice. In sucn instanc°s the complaint is considered
groundless and the expense of making the re- test is charge*
against the o-rt.v m^kin.e the complaint.
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As sulphite pulp mills are often situated in ratn-
er isolated communities, employee? find it more diffi-
cult to make purchases than they would if they lived in
more populous c°ntprs. Accordingly it o-ft°n becomes ad-
visable for thp management to Bell from stock commodi-
ties held primarily for as*3 in conjunction vl th th° oper-
ation. Such commodities ^re coel, wood, smell tools,
paints, general maintenance materials, etc. Generally no
mark-up is made for profit and the amounts charged to the
eraploy oo s ere carried direct to the credit of the stor°s
ledger accounts. The sales are often controlled by req-
uisitions of distinctive colors. A wnitp requisition is
s°nt to th° time department, wnere the amount is taken
from the employe ?' pay; th° blue cony is receipted and
put in the pay envelope while the yellow copy is retained
in tn° department file; and in the event that tiip rnat°rial
is to be carried from tne mill yard by the employee, a
pink copy is delivered to him so that ne will not be ques-
tioned by tne eomoany' s gat em en.

ACCOUNTING FOR LABOTR
In th^ sulphite pulp industry labor represents less
than one eighth of the total cost of manufacturing; never-
theless tner° a rp some aspects tn^t m^rit careful Atten-
tion by the cost accountant.
The types of men ^mnioyed consist of nntlvf Americans
and Q liens of more than av°r?g° ability. Because of tne
location of trie mills a supply of cneap and unintelligent
alien labor is not readily obtainable; neither is it desir-
able, for the reason that mass production metnods, making
labor an adjunct to tne machine, cannot be effectively ap-
plied in tn° industry. To obtain a good acid maker, a
good cook, or even a good ble- cn mixer necessitates tne
employment of workman a little better than the average,
Because of tne location of tne mills in small com-
munities there is not the opportunity for a worker easily
to obtain other employment. For the same reason, mill
managers agree that it is not tne best practice to dis-
charge nen wnen there is dullness in tap industry and
hire a new force when tnere is a period of business re-
covery. Therefore, tnrough careful management, tne la-
bor t irnov»r can be reduced to an extremely small ratio.
Torklnp .iQ.irs
It is tne general rule for tne mills to operate con-
tinuously from Monday morning until Saturday night, requir-

the employer a minimum wage cost and to the employee a
maximum wage return.
Tnere are recognized inherent weaknesses in the
straight day rate metnod of wage payment. Notwithstand-
ing, to the pre^nt time it nas been the prevalent method
?n^ is an indication of the conservatism of the industry.
The average rates paid for the different classes of labor
in the industry have b»«n compiled by the Bureau of Labor
Steti sties, United States Department of Labor, Th°y are
recorde-: on the attached schedule.
Altnougn incentive methods pre uncommon in the in-
dustry, It d o °s not necessarily follow that tney ar^ in-
applicable. Methods, otner than tne straight day rate,
are operating successfully in a few mills and thp example
ot triose mills should suggest to tne cost accountant an op
port mi ty to reduce costs through t;i o adoption of metnods
providing a closer rela ti ons/iip between pay and performanc
On tne 8ame subject, the following extracts form letters
from pulp and paper mill accountants to the author, con-
tain suggestions of value:
"Referring to your questionnaire, it is my
judgment that in sulphite "pulp mills and in mills
manufacturing the coarser grades of paper, prac-
tically everything is straight day rate. As a. mat-
ter of fact, however, tnere' is not reason why t-iis
Should be, since tnere are mills srho utilize prgc-
tically all of the various and sundry piece vork
and bonus methods in practice, so th-^t it may well
be said that tne schemes generally in practice in
industries are applicable to tne paper industries
,? hen tne prooer units are found."
f\
I
I
SULPHITE PULP MILLS, 1923
Av arng» Full-time Hours per V rpek, Earnings per
Hour, end Full-time Earnings per V/eek,
by Occupation and Sex
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor
Number Average Average
Sex of es- Number full- time Average full-time
ta.blish- of em- hours earnings earnings
anr^ occuoation ments oloye«=>s per v/pek oer hour -per week
kale
Barker men 35 290 52.2 $0 .448 $23 .39
Splitter men 36 119 52 .5 .451 23 .68
Chipper men 54 200 53.7 .455 24 .43
Grinder men 50 1054 52 .0 .497 25 .8 4
Acid makers 47 128 53 .6 .617 33 .07
Sulphite cooks 47 139 53 .7 .702 37 .70
Blow-pit men 46 17 5 51 .7 .474 24.51
Scr epn men 55 292 53 .0 .467 24 .75
Head pressmen 54 191 53.3 .562 29 .95
Pressmen 70 992 50 .7 .466 23 .63
Laborers 81 5193 53.2 .422 22.45
Other employees 81 330 7 53 .0 .515 27 .30
52 .8 $0 .469 $24 .76

ing tne employment of a pert of trie workmen in shifts or
toars. Such workmen are designated as tour workers.
Tneir week usually consists of from 48 to 52 nours. For
tne men employed as day workers, tne week is usually of
54 hoars. Tne trend, .aowever, for both classes of labor
is clearly toward tne 48 nour week, as indicated b,y tne
following excerpt from the 19 21 United states Biennial
Census of Manufactures: "Tbere has been a marked snorten-
ing of the working day for tne pulp and paper industry
sine*" 1914. In that year only 18.3,0 were reported as em-
ployed 54 hours per week as against 67,9$ in 1919. In
1914 the ' 50' and 'over 60' groups constituted 55.5 per
cent of the tot^l wage e^rn^rs, as compared with 18 .p per
cent in 1919." For 1923 the same authority reported that
the average full-time hours per week were 52.8.
of Lsbor
In tne industry, as in other industries, there arises
tne questions of on what basis and at wnat rates shall la-
bor b° compensated. As so tersely stated by Frederick C.
Mills, Professor of Business Statistics at Columbia Uni-
versity, in a rpc°nt article on the subject, "To tne work-
er it is tne central problem of existence. To the employ-
er it is the question which affects his business so vitally
that unless it can be satisfactorily settled his enter-
prise cannot endur°." Therefore, upon tne management and
more directly upon the cost accountant rests the responsi-
bility for devising a method which will, at once, give to

" "ills making sulphite pulp and coarse grades
of paper almost rniversally basp thp wages paid the
man upon an hourly rate. Superintendents and some
tour bosses and foremen ^r° paid a. straight montrily
salary. Usually th» wage schedules provide for time
and one half for overtime. Some bonus schemes h<=ve
been tried out by some mills but have not been used
extensively .
"
There are also numerous wf»ll-known objections to pay-
ing for l=bor on the basis of straight piece rates. Meth-
ods which make provision for a guarant^pd d°y rate plus a
bonus for extra work, how^v^r, ap^par to merit t^e emphasis
which recently is Vising placed upon them. Tne advantage of
th^ guarantee^ day rate Qnd bonus methods is that the work-
er, knowing in a^v^nc* that his day rate is secure, feels
no ?p iretiension, and. is able to concentrate on tne mastery
of his task. He is certain that if his work is veil done
ne will receive additional compensation.
Wnen devising a bonus system, however, it should, be
rpmembsred tnat rates applied on tne basis of tonnage of
ships, acid, pulp, etc., cannot be extensively employed,
for only a few men are responsible for the. output, the
others having to do simply routine work, such as talcing
care of material as it is being changed from one form to
another
.
The operation of a bonus system should bp character-
ized by the following: fl) The system should be fair to
the employer ^nd the employee. (2) The r°tes should be
established by careful time studies. (3) The rates
should be sa computed that the workman will earn a sub-
stantial increase ovar ^ji s day work earnings for success-

fully compl°ting the task assigned to aim. (4) After
the rst«s n c a »stebll shed tn^y saould not be reduced
unl°ss there is some inh°rent change in the details of
his task, (5) Provision should "b e made for teaching
backward employees until they °arn the bonus or until
they prove that they ^r unsuited to the work del-
egated to them, (6) The employee should be assured of
a basal day rate wnetner or not he accomplishes his
task in tne eltoted ti-ne.
Bonuses which might be incorporated in the wa£e
systems of sulphite pulp mills pre as follows:
In the wood room :
A bonus to the men who deliver tne sticks to
tne wood room, based on the uniformity of supply,
as r°cor^ed Dv a clock
A bonus to the barkers, based on quantity but
affected by the quality.
A bonus to the wood inspectors, based on the
number of p^or logs discarded but reduced by the
number the chipper men ar<= obliged to throw out.
f
- bonus to chipper m°n for tne amount of ooor
wood t.arown out.
A bonus to the chip sorters if tne inspector
continually reports satisfactory work.
In the cid maki.i., plant :
A bonus for keeping the strength of free acid
within certain limits.
A bonus for maintaining the required strength
of sulonur dioxide gas, as shown by an automatic
r?cord°r
.
A bonus for firing tne sulphur furnaces vdtnin
two minutes of the specifier) time.
A bonus for keeping the strength of the slaked

lim° to trie specific Baurae t°9ts, and maintain-
ing uniformity in th° t ^mp °raturp of lime water.
In the digester roonu
Decide upon a standard temperature curve and
standard pressure cirve. If tn a curve for tem-
perature is maintained within tnree degreps of
th° standard limits, pay the cook a "bonus of 3^
an hour; if maintained witnin four degrees of the
standard, 20 an hour; within five degr oo s p 1/ an
hoar; while if it runs more tnan this, he snould
receive no bonus at all on this division of .-lis
work. A second bonus paid on a si miliar sliding
scale for getting the pressure up to trie required
point at tne designated time.
A bonus paid for blov,in off the cook at tne
proper color, decr^asin^, with thp amount of varia-
tion from tne standard.
ol eachm r trr) ^r, t
Bonuses based on maintenance of standard den-
sity
.
I n
'
i r ^ :
Bonuses for kipping the sheet of a definite
thickn°ss and with a definite percentpge of mois.
ture, determined by samples, "Bonuses Hecr^asing
witn deviation from standard.
The orece^ino" ^re su 3- e^tpd loaEses for the oay-*
ment of bonuses to increase the productivity of tne
operating labor. On account of the l^ck of equitable
"bpqec, for the application of bonuses to employees vnose
labor i? clashed as mill indirect, v°ry few attomts
nave b Qen made to compensate them at any trier tnan
straignt day rates. If a bonus system is in operation,
however, and does not include the mpn in tne non-oper-
ating departments, it nas c tendency to create dis-
satisfaction. Accordingly, on° or more of the follow-

ing metnods is often adopted for employees in thos^ de-
partments; p bonus consisting of one half of the sav-
ings from lowering the ratio of indirect to direct labor,
distributed in proportion to the day work earnings of
the employees in the non-operating departments; a bo-
nus consisting of a percentage of the bonuses earned by
the employees in the operating departments; a method
whereby promotions are made from the non-ocerating to tne
operating departments.
T f the employee is rigid in currency, rather tnan by
cneck, bonus payments are sometimes ra?de in a separate
envelope, to empha si z a th» fact that he is receiving an
additional reward because he is doing better work.
For salaried employees, stock participating and prof
it snaring plans are used to some extent in the industry.
The disadvantages of the plans are that trie rewards are
remote, when co^'o^'por1 vith bonus ? and that somnific °c-
cerapli shment s of an individual are not reflected in a spe
cific reward. There is not a clo^ relationship b°twe°n
individu°l oroductivitv and profits.
'
In process recounting, labor should givp the least
t r
o
1
1
b
1
° of b 1 ] the orimary cost pl^m^nts; n^v^rth^le^s
because of its simplicity insuffici°nt attention is of-
ten giv«n to the problems relating to its calculation ann
allocation. In the case of bonus cements, the usual pro
cedure is to cnar^ them, along vith the other labor cost

to the department in which they sre incurred .
Payroll a n d "^o 1 o ym en t P>e n ^ >•• f , Prj tp' ?i in^tions
The functions of the payroll end employment depart-
ments arp generelly the same as in other industries, name-
ly; of the payroll department, time keeping, compilation of
earnings, payment of earnings to employees, and distribu-
tion of lpbor costs; and of trie employment department, tne
keeping of records showing the sources of personnel, per-
sonnel supply, requirements for different joos, wage rates,
and; for each employee, general nistory, records of attend-
ance, earnings, engagement, transfers, rate e&anges, and
termination of employment
.

In the operation of standard cost system tne treat-
ment of burden is different from that given in the older
systems of cost ccounting. A summ^rj- of tile modern pro-
cedure is ps follovs:
The determination of normal cap city, as outlined in
an eerlief section of tnis paper.
The determination of normal burden for normal capac-
ity, by comparison and. analysis of costs for previous years
and by conferences with the engineering department.
The predetermination of standard r?t°s of burden for
each department.
Charging to the primary accounts the actual burden
incurred
.
Distributing each period one thirtepnth of the an-
nual fixed charges.
Charging the operating departments with non- opera. ti'ng
department services, at standard rates.
The closing out of th° balances remaining in the non-
operating department accounts to the burden variance ac-
count
.
Charging to the pulp or other material passing through
the department tne standard costs for burden and for la-
bor
.
Closing out the balances remaining in operating de-
partment accounts to the over and undpr absorbed burden

account
.
Preparing compara ti ve statements of actual and stand-
are burden, "burden cnarged ?nd burden earned, °tc .
"Revising the burden ra'es wh<°n, ov«r a year or a cyc-
lical pprio^, trie standards prove* to be inapplicable to oper-
ating conditions. Tt will b» recalled thla latter step was
anolifiPd in tne discussion of standards, in a previous sec-
tion of this paper.
In accounting for the burden elements trie re will be
found a numbpr of special problems, for in different in-
dustries the elements are of varying importance. In tne
pages following- the accounting phases of pach element are
discussed, with tne aim of emphasising tnose problems
wnich the cost accountant in tne sulphite oulp industry
is called upon to :=:ive tne greatest amount of study.*
8 Ti p rfciation Problem
Professor Henry Rand Hatfield in nis treatise, "Modern
Accounting, 11 writes on the subject of depreciation that
"all machinery is on an irresistible march to tne junk
heap." The sulphite pulp mill accountant is impressed, with
the truth of that statement, for in nis industry the pace
to that destination is even faster than it is in many others.
The rapid depreciation is caused by the chemical nature of
the process, as well as by the continuous operation of the
plants day and night for six days a week.

Depreciation ^? J ? g
In computing depreciation the use of blanket rate9
Which are in such general use, snould, of course, "be avoid-
ed. As stated in a recent publication of the Cnarnber of
Commerce of the United States; "Tnere is altog^th^r tco
mucn reliance on rul e- of- tnemb typical rates of depreciation,
--two or thr^p per cent for buildings, five or ten p«r cent
for m3cnin<=>ry, tw°nty p°r cent for trucks, etc." It is
evident that amounts set up for de-o ^pci ati on upon wen
bases have a very little relationship to the expired cap-
ital outlay .
The pulp and paper industry is fortunate in that it
has within it a roup of men wno nave made a careful and
scientific study of dep -e ci ti on . The Committee on De-
preciation appointed by the Cost Association of the Paper
Industry and. the Technical Association of the Paper and
Pulp Industry, aft^r a comp r ehen si v*» study of the suoject,
submitted rates, the following of which apply to sulpnite
pulp mills: Annual
Rate of
Life d ep reci at i on
in years »r cent
Wood, prepi Lr>m°nt
:
c i veyo r 14 7
Bl e shT 14 7 1 h
Wood handling conveyors
--portable 10 10
".'/cod handling conveyors
-- st at i ona ry 12 R 1/3
Splitt 20
Chipper 25 4
Chip screens-rotary 14 7 1/7
Chip scr eens-- fla
t
14 7 1/7
Barkers--drum p 12 1/2
Barkers--h?nd 15 6 2/3

£9
Annual
Rate of
T.i f e Depreciation
1 n v>9rs t
Wo_2 ipmen t :
( con tinu el)
Crusners 12 8 l/3$
Bark presses 5 20
Cnip conveyors--inclined 12 8 1/3
Chip convey or s--bucket 12 8 1/3
Chip storaje "bins 30 3 l/3
Pulpwood stacker 14 7 1/7
\.cid making equipment :
Sulphur burner 12 8 l/5
Sulpnur raelter 8 12 1/2
Sulphur conveyors 10 10
Gas coolers 10 10
Absorbing- syst em-- tower 15 6 2/3
Absorbing syst em--milk of lime 10 10
Pulp making equipment :
Digesters--quick cook 30 3 l/3
T>igesters--inc'i rec t 25 4
Quick cook linings 8 12 1/2
Relief coolers 10 10
Acid Storage tanks 12 8 l/3
Acid pumps 5 20
Separators 10 10
Blow pi ts 15 6 2/3
Knotters 15 6 2/3
Storage cnests 20 5
Rifflers--wooden . 10 10
Ri ffie rs-- concrete 2o 4
Screens— flat 10 10
Screens-- rotary 15 6 2/3
Thickeners 20 5
Bleacners 12 8 l/3
Bleacn washers 16 6 1/4
Wet machines 15 6 2/3
Cylinder drying machines 25 4 -
Hydraulic presses 12 8 1/3
Refiners 12 8 1/3
Savea.lls 20 5
Snredders 12 8 l/S
Centrifugal pumps 16 6 l/4
Plunger pumps 16 6 l/4
Jordans 20 5

Water oov,
Dams
Penstock
V/ater wheel
Head g^tes--steel
Head gate 8--wood
Governors
River piers and cribs
River booms
Life
in Ypars
Annual
Ra.t» of
Depreciati on
p^r cent
40
30
25
25
12
12
20
10
2
3
4
4
8
8
5
10
l/2#
1/3
1/3
1/3
?Hlectric oov.pr equipment :
Turbo generators- -prior to 1920 10
Turbo general ors--present 20 5
Condenser 25 4
Switchboards 12 R 1/3
Indoor wiring 10 10
Transmission lines 14 7 l/7
Transformers 20 '5
Motors 14 r? 1/7
Generat crs--wat er pcv^r 16 G l/4
Cables 20 5
^tr r ' eouj ^m ~n t :
? o i 1t c 25 4
stokers 6 16 2,/3
U rnr,n i ? 15 6 2/3
Stcck--unlin^d steel 16 2/3
Stock- -bri ck or concrete 30 3 1/3
Ash gat^s 8 12 1/2
Soot blowers ? 14 2/7
Economizers i 2 8 l/2
Sup^r h-^ters 25 4
Feed pumps- -plunger pump 14. 7 1/7
Feed pumps-- centrifugal pump 14 7 l/7
Coal crush 43 r 10 10
Coal conveyor and elevator 8 12 l/2
Steam piping and valves 16 6 l/i
Fe^d water neater? 5
^ecd -v ter regulators 9 11 l'/2
Steam engine s £5 4
Concrete ~ ~ ' m 2 1 /2
Brick 30 3 l/3
?/ocd 25 4
Heating equipment 20 5
"eter piping 20 5
Fire protection equipment 20 5

Furniture anH fixtures:
Office furniture and fixtures
Service dep rtnent
Laboratory equipment
^torproom fixture?
Benches, tables, r r cks, etc.
Plumbing
Hotel equipment
Hosoital equipment
Life
'
10
10
10
10
10
10
Annual
Rate of
Depreciation
- c en
t
L'J
]
10
io
10
20
OR
en era ant
Machine shop equipment
Seal Q ?
1 echanical piping
Machinery (other than process)
Kacniner^ foundations
Blower system
recnanica.l transmission
Cranes
? ?8.o0«9 and harness
"PI cv ''tors
Horsee
,
Harness and wagons
r ctor equipment
Hand trucks
Railroad sidings
14
10
12
14
i p,
20
10
g
OP,
7 1/7
10
8 l/3
7 1/7
6 2/3
11 l/9
p
10
20
3 1/3
20
20
12
4
1/5
1 c« r*> fl /» o
Although t : s not the g^n^ral rule, when determin-
ing the rates of depreciation the fector e? eb sol essence
should be given more than paseing consideration, itnin
the last two years the Oost Association of the Paper T n-
dustr,, sent a questionnaire to various pulj) and paper
mills throughout; the United States to determine if they
w°re building up reserves on their accounting records to
cover obsolescence. Of the twenty three replies, sixt^n
made ro charges or set up no reserves Tor obsolescence,
"ix recognized tn?> "lament ^nd made provision for it in
their depreciation figures, and one set up a separate re-
J
sprv for obsolescence but admitted that it was pomevnat
arbitrary b^in<? "p^s^d on th° judgment of the bo^rd of
directors. Thos^ statements indicate the lack of uni-
formity in pccounting for obsolosc°nc«i . '^h° fector px-
i s t s n^v^rt'T ! ?? s r> d as it i? likely to become in-
creasingly important, adequate provision should rnari°
fo r it.
/ccoi'ntin 1?' f^ r "0 °~o r^ci^ti on
In calculating the periodical amount of deprecia-
tion, the straight limp method is usually pdopted for
buildings and the same metnod, or working nours or serv-
ice output, for m^cninery and equipment. The methods
appear to be equitable except in the instance of a new
plant, wipn one of th<=> sliding scal° methods is prefer-
able. Subsidiary pi ant ass^t r°cor^ should be accu—
mulat ad in a r «5 => rv° . Tn stributing t hp r\ Qor<"»oi ati on
to tn° r! °o rtm^ntal accounts, trie depreciation on build-
ings should be on tn° b^^i" of r^lotivp value of th«
flcSor space occupied and tne depreciation on machinery
an^ equipment, on trio ba^i*? of tn° life to each depart-
ment*
•r nx e s
Tpxps in the sulpiiite pulp industry are usually not.
a l~rge element of burden for tn° reason that most plants
are not located within tne nigh tax are^s. The distri-
bution of taxes on buildings should oe on tne basis of
tn° value of thp floor space occupied and on machinery

?nd equipment, on th« basis of the investment in each
d epa rtmen t
.
Insurance, "because of membership in mutual companies,
is also generally low. The be si 3 for distribution to de-
partments for fir*3 and use and occupancy should be upon
mill valuation. Boiler insurance should be charged to
th? power department,
'
The item of repairs in a sulphite pulp mill is an
important one.- An accurate distribution of the work per-
formed by tae repair crew is essential to secure accurate
costs. A job order which will fjilly describe the character
of the work and. show the expenditures for material and la-
bor be kept for each replacement and improvement m-j de is
to be recommended. It is r'lso necesai.r, to establish
clearly defined lines of dera r- rk^ti on f r»r repairs, re-
placements and additions. Repair costs shoulc be charged
to the reserve for repairs rex)laGements to tno reserve foe*
depreciation, and additions or improvements to the plant
accounts. The following rules are su oi:> o sted in tiie cost sys
tern adopted by the mills which arc members of the ^ewsorint
Service Bureau:
"'Repairs
.
Thi s includes all current -tire re-
curring from day to day on the general upkeep of existing
properties, witnout the entire rep-lacement of any sub-
stantial part or unit thereof, as outlined under "Replace
ment<=. n It will, of course, include certain replacements
or small p^rts that are not substantial parts or units,

and sll necessary reoeirs resulting from breaks,
leaks and other various causes to the small o=»rts
of "buildings and machinery
"P.p^l^CTipritq
. This includes all substitutions
for capital exhausted or become inadequate in serv-
ice, the substitutions having substantially no
great or capacity tnan trie things for Wni cn tney were
substituted. Wnen a substitute nas a* substantially
gr^atejf capacity than that for which it is substi-
tuted, the cost of an article of trie same capacity
as the one replaced would constitute a replacement,
the remaining portion of the cost of trie actual sud-
stitute would constitute an improvement."
"There a re no nard or fixed lines tnat
can be drawn between "Replacements" and. "Repairs,"
but those substantial portions of a building or ra^cnine
that tend to prolong the entire life of the building
or machinery must be taken as tne basis. Trie replace-
ment of a bolt, nut, screw, or sore other small part
of a machine would be a repair, not 9 replacement;
out if the unit or part itself was replaced it would
be a replacement, provided tne replacement of the
part was made because it nad become obsolete or inad-
equate, or because it had become broken or worn out
through the general operation of the machinery. If
the part was broken through accident, it would be a
repair and should not be cnarged as a replacement."
"The units of a building ar° its walls, floors,
roofs, doors and windows, and tne replacement of any
of these parts in wnole may be chargeable as a re-
placement ."
"The units of a m^ciiine are tn a separate suostan-
tial parts of the macnine v/ni on s<=»rve separately in
its corstruction or operation. Tnese do not, of
course, embrace bolts, nuts, screws or such s?Tiall
parts ^s belong to units or substantial parts, but
tne larger parts necessary to tne main operation of
tne macnine, and tne replacement of any su cn parts
is properly a charge to replacements." •
"
.
-
*-[
.
-
j - .-- . > ' -. , 1 , "Additions
and Imp r : its," cpf all such expenditures
made for new buildings and macninerp, additions to
existing buildings and macnin-^r^, and excess value
of replacements when a replacement made exceeds tne
amount it would nave cost to replace tne property t; s
it was originally constructed. Such additions and
improvements should increase the standard of earning
power of the original investment in tne mill eit/i^r
by enlarged facilities or by substantially decr^as-
ing costs and expenses."

The distribution of the estimated repairs should be
based on records of previous experience and tne estimated
wssr and tear upon each class of assets.
The problem of steam power costs is a most important
on° in the pulp and paper industry, for witn the exception
of the el ectro- eh °mi cal industry, more power is used per
unit of output than in any otner. According to reliable
statistics, sulpnite pulp mills alone ar° using twenty-
five horse power per employee or about 7000 pounds of.
steam per ton of pulp. The problems are accentuated by
tne sudden, irregular, excessive demands for steam, which
is a cnar^cteri sti c of steam consumption in sulpnite pulp
mill s
.
Accounting involves two major problems: tnose con-
nected with the generation of steam and. those connected
with tne consumption of stpam. The steam generation plant
should b° considered from a cost standpoint as a separate
production department. Standards of operation and tne
amount of the e^oynprits of expense to operate at that stand-
ard =«noald be established. The elements of expense 9 ioald
include
Land cnarges for coal storage
Building charges for housing of boilers
1 acninery and equipment charges
Boiler insurance
Labor of firemen, nelpers, coal and asn
nandlers, and p 5 rt time of engineers
Coal
Suppli es
Wa t e r
Repair labor anri materials
General manufacturing burden
Electric power

Steam for boiler accessories
General steam losses with the power
ep a r tm en t
The costs on steam generation = re easily compiled
end the other accounting problems should not b« diffi-
cult to solve, if p loss is suspected, the efficiency
of the steam generation c = n "be checked up by actual boil-
er tpsts, m9.de by engineers. Executive control is aided
by comparisons, such as the amount of steam which should
lie generated from coal actually burned, remembering that
it is possible to extract about 90 per cent of the heat
in tne coal and pat it into steam, wttile tne average mill,
without close supervision ov«r the firemen, will show
about 60 per cent.
The problems connecter] with the consumption of steam
are more difficult, for data on steam consumption are not
so well knovn or reliable as data on ^;ener«tion; notwith-
standing, the establishment of consumption rates for the
departments utilizing the ^t^i i s conceded to be the
most important phase of sulphite mill power plant account-
ing. In attempting to solve the problems, tne accountant
should remember that his aim is not to account for the
last penny but to sec; re an approach to accuracy. The
most scientific method, of course, is to obtain actual rec-
ords of the steajn consumption by eacii operating unit, by
tne use of steam flow meters, but tne aign cost of install-
ing meters is a serious objection to tne method; moreover,
some engineers claim they are unsatisfactory. ITo doubt

they need calibration from time to time. It is general-
ly conceded tapt it p^ys, at l«~st, to ie : 1 ir= tjip st^nra
used for the cooking orocesp.
The unit of co9t for charging steam utilised is the
rat«» ^*»r thousand pounds per hour. It should, of course,
be charged at standard r^tps,
a c t r i c
In accounting for electric and direct water power
•trier^ should be few difficult problems. Accounting for
generation should be performed in a manner similar to. that
for steam and the amounts utilized can be fairly accur?t°l
measured or estimated. The determination of the tot^l wa-
t°r power developed is a task invariably assigned to the
mill engineer, who bases his estimates on records of the
head of water, the size of the water "'heel, and its esti-
mated efficiency. On electric power reliable cost inform-
ation is sometimes necessary to ascertain if econoiii^s
would result from the utilization of any surplus power
from adjacent plants or central power stations. The oow-
er utilized should be charged to cost at standard r? °f
.

It is rot many years since the primary function of
cost accounting was considered to "be the base on v/hich
to establish selling prices "but it is nor recognized that
that function is a subordinate on a
,
the service it renders
to management in managing being of far gr»ntpr importance.
The cost system should, contribute to. management by reducing
costs, by increasing and balancing production, supplanting
hand methods by machine, regulating the flow of materials
affording a ba~is for comparing th« ability an^ efficiency
of managers and workmen, substituting accurate performance
records for personal opinions and insuring a fair remunera-
tion to individuals on their individual merits.
So cost system, however, will of itself secure those
results. It merely points out to management b> a. system of
reports and scnedul-s th« opportunities to control the busi-
ness. As expr-ssen by a well-known accountant; "No cost
system will of itself make profits. The reports Pre inanimate
things which cannot of themselves make industrial betterments.
They must be intelligently studied by an executive wno has
the intelligence to translate their figures into needed
changes and. the authority to see that these changes are
made .
It is a lamentable situation when the management makes
provision for the maintenance of » comprehensive scheme of
accounting but in the conduct of tue business fails to make

oroper use of the facts disclosed "by the cost records. To
knov; how to use cost d-r ta is fully as important as the
maint er.ence of an adequate system of arriving at costs. ±>o
doubt there is far too little cost analysis. Su on work re-
quires brains of trie nignest order and is the point at wni ch
tne cost accountant pro?"? or dispro^ rn ° ri/iit to ^~r ecu-
tive ranking. The responsibility for the presentation of
vital cost data is upon the cost accountant and he accord-
ingly should not »xp°ct tn<° r"i r»cting executive to call for
information whi ch will point out irregularities. His duty
is not alone. to record cost information but to t e responsi-
ble for the disclosing of any vari^n^s from normal • The
cost accountant is wording continually on the vital statis-
tics of the business and h fl should ov»r be on th° alert to
disprove tne axiom, "Proximity dulls perception." He may be
eitner a clerk or an executive; srj d the cnoice rests almost
completely upon nimself.
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Appendix I — Charts and Forms
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Appendix III — Selected Correspondence

Some of the letters in the following
appendix are unsigned for the reason that my
inquiries were answered by cost accountants
through the offices of the National Association
of Cost A ccount ant s . It is a rule of that
association in attempting to obtain solutions
to cost accounting problems not to divulge the
names or business connections of the parties to
the correspondence.
R. '.V. A.

^ef^rring to your questionnei r*5 it is my judgment
that in sulphite? pulp mills and in mills manufacturing
the coprspr grades of pap^r, practically everything i*
straight day rsrtfe. \n a matter of fact, however, th°r c>
i s no reason why thi? should b°, since there ar<= >^per
mills who utilise practically nil of the various and
sundry piece work and bonus methods in practice, so tna
it may well b° said that the schemes generally inpractj
in otner industries are applicable in paper industries
wnen the proper units are found

Pao^r mills making sulphite pulp and- coarse grades of paper
almost universally base the weges paid the men upon an hourly
rate. Superintendents and some tour bosses end foremen are
paid a straight montnly salary. Usually tn^ wage scnedules
provide for time and one half for over time. The straight
day rate mentioned in your question is not common, although
I am not pr»p^red to sa^ that it is never used. Some bonus
schemes have been tried oat by some paper mills, but have not
been used extensively. I trust this will give you the informa-
tion you want.

HEWS PRINT SSBV
December 7 , 1921 .
"r. Palph W. Allen,
22. Sacramento Plac^,
Cambridge, Ifass.
Dear Sir:
vour letter of the 5th inst. is brought
to my attention relative to certain article* on
Cost Keeping referred to in the "December issue in
The Journal of Accountancy. You probably hav<=>
r^ferenc° to thp Uniform System of Co-st Accounting
used by th-° majority of our members manufacturing
newsprint paper. This was nrepare^ for the bene-
fit of members of the Bureau and is not for sale
or for public distribution.
In vie? of tn a f^ct, however, tnat a
stated in your letter, you are studying aovanced
accounting I snail be jlad to be of any assistance
to you that I can, and with tnat in viev I enclose
p copy of tne Uniform System referred to aoove to-
gether with a supplement thereto designed for the
use of a pap«=r nin which manufactures not only
newsprint but other similar grades of paper also,
lik<» v/rapping or b 5. "n°n you have nad en appor-
tu-ity of studying tnia matter I snail b« glad to
• answer any questions which you may wish to ask.
Very truly yours,
(signer)! G. A. Ware.

COST ASSOCIATION 0? THE PAP^R INI5CJSTHY
November 29, 19 21.
Hr. Ralph 7\ All°n,
22 Sacramento Place,
Cambridge, I^ass.
Dear Sir:
Replying to your letter of trie 28 tn instant, I may
state that the idea of cost periods of four week 6 h?s not
been generally adopted tnrouinout the industry, altho b
quite a. few large mills have adopted it because of tne
opportunity it provides for making practical comparisons
between periods since esch period is of erectly the same
len^tn, wnereas when a montn is taken, of course, it may be
a thirty day month or thirty-one day month, and it may in-
clude four -or five Sundays, which of coarse makes quite a
<ffiff°rence in the figures.
A disadvantage of a four weeks cost period is that'
fiscal periods usually terminate at the close of a month
and unless the four weeks period co-incites with this, ad-
justments hay-= to be made for the intervening days. Ther 3
is, of course, no trouble in incorporating a four week pe*|
riod with the general booVs, =ince they are balanced o+
the °nd of th° four we^ks period just as they would b<=> at
the end of a month if the cost period* were a month instead
of four weeks.
I do not c?r e to pas* an opinion as to whether its
advantages outweigh its disadvantages. It s°ens to me it
is p matter v/nich must be l^ft to the individual to decide
for himself. Personally I feel that the four ire eke period
is beneficial in tnose mills wnere the oroducts are few in
number and large in volum . In thes-3 mills, in ill proba-
bility, process costs are tne order and trie mac line might
run for the wnol"1 period on the same product. 'In thi o cp^ a
the advantages of making comparisons from one period to an-
other of equal lengths can easily be appreciated, but wher
the products are large in number and job costs are the rale
I do not think any advantage is gained tnereby.
These are a few of my personal thoughts on the mat-
ter and. should not be donsidered in any way as representing
the official opinions of the Association.
Yours very truly,

Your letter of the 14th received enclosing the questionin regard to Cost Periods of four weeks each rather tnan
on a monthly basis.
We used to advise the four weeks closing oeriod* wher*firms' payrolls ended every two weeks rather than a month.
^irms were not alwaj s satisfied with this method, "ur »xperienc- ha- beeir.that firms would r«thpr clo^e their book?
on a monthly basis and split their pay-roll either bv en
exact division or by proportioning.
If the management accustoms themselves to the change it
works out satisfactory and saves some clerical work.'' 0n°
of the pdvantages in that the closing periods always haveth- same number of days in them. If the four weeks periodis pdopt«d, it, of courso, ehould be adooted throughout toepntir° system.
Having tried both plans, I am inclined to follow the month-ly basis.

Tne answer to question sent with your letter of '^c^rnb^r i^tn
is ?? follows:
Adoption is not general. The reason for its use ia the id«-
the 13 equal periods represent standi er result than 12
months of slightly differing number of working days.
But the use of the 13 periods mppns the prorating of pow^r,
water and all oth^r service bills, ?nd usually th« outcome'
is about as much chopped up as the 12 month oeriod is off
by a day or two on the matter of montrily salaries.
Personally, I do not taink it should be generally adopted as
th« r^'nt^ox ?re not of enough consideration to warrant
any sucn a onange.

Th o ides of using four wp^k? rather than a month cost pe-
riod ha? bepn agitated for a long timp "but na a not com*
into u°npral usp.
Th«r° sre a lev firm? v?no are handling not onle tneir cost
work but tneir generpl accounting work on this basis, but
I do not think these are morp than fifteen or twenty of them
in the whole country and I do not see any signs of the d.iep
gaining ground. It is, of course, vitally necessary that an
adequate cost system bp op«»ratpd ps part of th« s^n^ral books
of account and if this is tru*5
,
if the syntpm is properly
designed it would be necessary to change the general account-
ing period to four we^ks 3 a well as the cost accoun.ting
.
ThP. di sa^vantag*3 of this is that everybody thinks in month
periods. Salaries of pxecutives, salesmen, ptc. basfed
on months. All of our statistics are based on montnly peri-
ods and handling the pntir° basis scneme of time is changed
I do not think it would be practical to changp the npriod
for °ither the general accounting of cost accounting.

100
I do not believe its adoption is at ell general. In fact
I question whether one percent of the industries of the
country use this metnod. Tnis being so, I would not sa^
that the idea is gaining in favor.
This metnod has some advantages in making comparative cost
statements. ^ven periods of four we^ks each snould. be more
comparable than monthly period* which vary from twenty- eight
to thirty-on° day* or from twenty- th re <=> to twenty- seven work-
ing days. It might also have some slight advantages in the
matter of proving pay roll figures with the costs in cases
where the men ar oaid on a weekly or bi-weekly basis rather
than on a monthly or s°mi-monthly basis.
Among the disadvantages, probabl3' the greatest is that the
accounting of the coneern using this method does not con-
form to th° custom in general sue. When rendering statements
to other concerns or in cnecking other statements with the ac-
counts of the concern in question, "nere will always be the
necessity of reconciling two or three days at tbe begi ruling
and °nd of °fcn four we^k period. This would also by nec-
essary wh<°n reconciling bank accounts. Another disadvantage
is that it increases by one-twelftn tne work of tne accounting
department in preparing and rendering accounting statements.
I think that if this method is adopted it whould be used
throughout tne entire a ccoun ti ng department of tne company.
Otherwise tner° would be the difficulty of reconciling' the
work of subsidiary departments with that of tne main depart-
ment at the close of e^ch period.
In my opinion the disadvantages of tnis method are greater
than its advantages.

101
Replying to your letter of December 14, r«laUve to tne use
of a foar-v:p°k period for accounting purposes, I wish to say
that I do not believe that the four-week period is used v*ry
much, in fact in ray experience of eight years % do not remem-
ber a single company that made use of i t
.
Tne four-week period has some advantages where wages gre paid
weekly, inasmucn as it is then unnecessary to accrue tne wages.
At this plant, nowever, we pay our wage employees and some of
oar salaried enoloyees weekly, but at the end of the month,
ac.-rue in our Accrued Salaries & Wages Account tne amount ot
tne payroll which is unpaid pt the end of the month. This does
not involve very much work and it seems to me is raucn mor^
practical than using the four-veeks period. If the four-week
period is used, it would be necessary to make certain splits -t
th° end of tne fourtn period, owing to tne fact that e number
or invoices for power, light, etc., would be received for trie
current month °nd would hav° to b» divided up. In case ther*^
were any emplo2/ees paid on a monthly basis, a split would also
have to be made.
If tiie four-week period is adopted, it will mean that toe scheme
would hav° to be carried throughout the entire accounting system
because of reasons just mentioned.
In conclusion, from my oxp c rier)c° it seems to me that the use
of the four-week financial period has mor-° disadvantages tnan
advantages, and I certainly would not recommend it.

Your inquiry of "December 14 has been referred to me« T
assume that what you wanted was not a summary of ooinions
from books which you iiav° in your own library, but rjrtiier
an expression of experience in the actual handling of the
regular accounting period.
With this thought in mind I have been in touch with various
member* of our cost accounting and engineering staff, and I
nave secured certain expressions of opinion. You will a.gre^,
I know, that <^v°n the experience of a large staff is by no
means conclusive proof that a certain practice is or is not
in g an°ral usp, for the only way in which you could determine
the actual relationshio between users and non-u*er* of the
four-week period would be to send out a questionnaire to manu-
facturers through the Association office. 1 -^ertheless, the
experience of our staff may be helpful to you, and I am glad
to pre*ont the information collected. It comes, I should, ado,
from various staff members, but bears the approval of one of
our partners.
According to the information gathered, it appears that tne
most important advantage of the four-week period over tne
calender ^enth in nost accounting is that the use of a reg-
ular pericd. enables tne accountant to avoid the "splitting
of Payrolls." Another favorable argument is that tne four-
week p^rind permits more accurate comparison between account-
ing periods, but one accountant depreciates tnis argument with
the rejoinder that even with tne four-week period the recur-
rence of various holidays throughout tne year spoils a true
comparison about as much as does the use of s calendar mon^'i
™o real objections are offered to the use of the four-week
period, except in the cs«° of r few ^st^bli shment s which co
not pay in even weekly or bi-weekly periods. It is mentioned,
nowever, that there is an apparent disadvantage in that the
end of the four-week period may not coincide with tne end of
the calendar or fiscal year, which is legally required for
tax r°ports. This is an objection which seems to be over-
done in practice by simply using the end of the latest four-
week period as the end of tne tax period, the teennical viola-
tion of tne law being ignored.

It is obviously impossible to say what proportion of firms
pre using; the four-week period rather than a month, but it
is certainly safe to say that the adoption of tha't plan is
rather rapidly spreading.
There are two important advantages, One is that you get a
more uniform number of working days in four-we°k periods than
incal^ndar months and, tnerefore, comparison can be made more
intelligently since the figures cover more nearly equal peri-
ods. 'It. is true that the introduction of holidays upsets tne
equality of number of working days somewhat, but still a teat
will show that even eliminating holidays, the number of work-
ing days in the four-week periods is much more uniform than
in the calendar months.
One great practical advantage, and to my mind one of the most
important, is the fact that with the fouu-week period ;ou do
not have to split e payroll in the middle of the week in order
to get a payroll distribution. In a la rg^ factory, this is
rather important and adds considerable to the work if the pay-
roll does have to be split.
The only disadvantage to the plan that I know of is that it
is contrary to custom, which is really no argument at all.
It is true, however, that it gives you thirteen closings in
a year instead f twelve, and toward the middle of the >ear
the period ends in the middi* of the month, which is rather
disturbing to firms that h»ve been in the habit of ^nd wish
to continue to get out quarterly and semi-annual statements.
This, however, can be offset by using successively two four
and one five week period, and thffl plan is coming into mor°
common use than that of tne tnirteen four-week periods.
It is not at all necessary to change the entire accounting
system and, in fact, most companies do not change the date 'i
of Bending out statements to customers but confine their f
change to their internal records. Obviously, customers'
statements can be sent out at the end of tne calendar month
Whether tne financial statements are made up at the end of
tne calendar mcntn or of four or five-week periods.
One minor advantage of the four-week period is tnat the con-
gestion which follows sending out customers' statements and
getting out the regular financial statement a is spread ovt
the month instead of all coming at tne same time. In general,
one member says tne advantages of tne plan outweigh tne dis-
advantages
.

You may "be interested in the following pertinent comment*;
One memoes says he had made it a practice not to urge trie
period i'>ea in c?sps where the nature of the payroll period
is such that a report is -n?^ for ^pcii employee showing the
daily earnings, "because under such a eystem the additional
v/ork of computation in splitting the payroll at th° end of
a calender month is not nearly so great as under a payroll
system based upon a o ^ r i o d longer th f- 1 one day
The advantages of th° four- u, o ek o^rio^ afxpl'y equally as veil
to the ncqounting period in cases where the year i » rHvided
into two seasons of twenty-eifc ^eeks eacn, and each of the
two *e?sons into eight periods, three of which ?r° nix »ppks
long and on* of which is eight weeks lon^;; anr! to the account-
ing period in cases wnere the ; par is divided into four quarte
each quarter consisting of two periods of four weeks, and one
of five weeks. The two season idea works very satisfactorily
in th° shov manufacturing industry "because the year* a business
is really run on a basis of two manufacturing seasons. The
writer understands tnat in the steel industry it has been the
trade custon to recognise quarters: and although ne is not
sure of this it is ni s understanding tnat the tonnage reports
are based upon the quarter year."
The four-treek accounting period is preferable to the calendar
month in most manufacturing industries because of the simplic-
ity that is gained in making payroll distributions. Thisadvan
tage is greater Wuer« tne basis of reporting earnings is not
a daily report. N evertneles s under a.y conditions, if the ex-
ecutives cannot "be ^ron ov n r to the using of tne four-week peri
od, tnere is no great nandicep in using the c^lenda r month
.

Answering your question No. 202, enclosed with your l«ttpr
of "Dec. 14th, I am unable to say what progress tne idea is
making of using four weeks period*. T personally have bpon
in favor of th a method, especially where r=y-rolls vo r ^
bfli^ on tnp weekly payment. Of course, if pay-rolls ar«
made out as semi-monthly, as nr^vails In some industries,
the monthly periods work out best. It is always a nuisance
to have a great pay-roll hanging over if the financial ac-
counts ar» kept on tne monthly "basis and the oa^-roll ac-
counts are made out weekly.
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